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BROUGHT TO YOU BY — Compology

A Camera In Every Container?
Remotely monitor container fullness, identify content
and contamination, track GPS location and verify
service. Watch the demo.

New Hampshire voters could prevent development
of new Casella landfill
After facing multiple public and legal setbacks to expansion efforts at an
existing site, the company is pursuing an alternative plan involving land
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adjacent to a state park.

UPDATED

EPA plans to approve landfill emissions plans from multiple
states
The movement comes after a federal judge largely ruled in favor of a lawsuit
brought by multiple states, which had challenged the agency's inaction to
implement 2016 rules governing methane emissions.

COLUMN

Scrap Collector: US emerges as world's top producer of waste
Plus: A Canadian grocer's shame-inducing plastic bag scheme, and mass antiincinerator protests in Chinese city.

DEEP DIVE

Disputed ground: The future of landfill gas-to-energy
Gas capture at landfills creates electricity and revenue, but also has economic
and environmental disadvantages.

Read more news

WHAT WE'RE READING
NEW JERSEY LAW JOURNAL
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Sanitation Worker Recovers $4.35 Million in Ocean County For
Loss of Leg

STATEN ISLAND ADVANCE

City Sanitation worker settles suit for $8.5 million; severely
injured in New Dorp Beach sidewalk trench collapse

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD

Late trash pickups in Omaha will cost Waste Management
almost $90,000

WJHL

Bristol, Va. dealing with increased amount of trash piling up,
months after recycling program ends

VANCOUVER SUN

Metro Vancouver aiming to divert more waste from landfills,
sell waste

GEEKWIRE

Recycling startup Ridwell wants a piece of Prime Day with its
plan to collect Amazon package waste
Suggest a story we should read
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DIVE INTO A TOPIC
Corporate

Organics

WTE

Collections & Transfer

Zero Waste

Policy

Recycling

Landfill

Labor

Share Waste Dive with others and get rewarded.
You've referred 0 readers.

To become an official Dive Insider, just successfully refer 10 contacts to
Waste Dive. Here's your link to share: https://www.wastedive.com/signu
p/insiders/?signup_referred_by=53cd6b31dd52b8c27c000563

MORE THAN A NEWSLETTER
Related Publications
Smart Cities Dive | Utility Dive

Connect With Us
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Twitter | Facebook

Editorial
Contact an editor | Meet the team

Advertising
Contact our team

About Waste Dive
Our mission is to provide busy execs like you with an overview of the Waste
industry in 60 seconds. Waste Dive is a product of Industry Dive. View other
Industry Dive publications.

Sign up for the newsletter

This email is optimized for display on mobile phones. Waste Dive is a product of Industry Dive,
Inc.. 1575 Eye St NW, 4th Floor, Washington, DC 20005. We value your privacy. We won't share
your email address with anyone else without your permission. This message was sent to
nswaindia@gmail.com. You can unsubscribe or switch to a weekly newsletter subscription
anytime. See our full privacy policy.
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